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Mastering Musicianship in Handbells
by Don Allured
This book is called the “Encyclopedia of
Handbells” by industry professionals. All
aspects of handbell ringing are discussed
with the focus being musical excellence
in ringing.

Healthy Ringing®
by Susan Berry
The complete guide to safe and secure
performances for ringers, directors,
and teachers

#7025 ....................................... $37.95

#7004 ....................................... $24.95
Learning to Ring: Director’s Manual
by Janet Van Valey and Susan Berry
The Learning to Ring Series is a complete
handbell curri culum. This Director’s Manual
is designed to introduce new directors to
handbells and prepare
them for their first rehearsals through
a sequential set of lessons.

Ringing Basics by Beverly Simpson
A beginning guide to ringing handbells and
handchimes for directors and ringers. This
guide uses step-by-step lesson plans to
teach ringing.

#7048 (for 2 octaves) ............... $16.95
#70483 (for 3 octaves) ................. $12.

#7049 ....................................... $24.95
Handbell Ringing by Robert Ivey
This book covers the history of handbells,
the organization of a handbell choir,
assigning handbells, teaching how-to-ring
and various techniques, handbell
equipment and maintenance, conducting
and preparing a group for tour. This
comprehensive book, which contains a
thorough index, also has music that may be copied for
instructional purposes.

Handbell Artistry from the Inside Out
by Kimberlee Strepka
With the help of this book, handbell
musicians can unlock Laban Movement
Theory to address the sonic and visual
aspects of handbell artistry with
remarkable results. This book is a major
advancement in handbell pedagogy. You’ll
never look at the art of ringing the same
way again.

#7008............................................................ $32.95

#7060 .......................................................... $19.95

The Handbell Handbook for Just Twelve Bells/
Chimes by Guy Ratcliffe

The Creative Use of Handbells in Worship

A comprehensive guide to the subject of
musical ringing on handbells. It is intended
primarily for new teams of ringers using just
12 handbells, handchimes or similar group
instruments but will also be useful for larger
teams to train newcomers on a small and
simple set. This book aims to teach the
basics of tune ringing and music reading.

#7009........................................................... $ 43.95
Bell Basics (DVD)

by Susan Berry and David Weck
A “how-to” DVD for ringing, demonstrating
basic ringing techniques

#7037 ....................................... $59.95

by Hal Hopson
A complete resource to embellishing
worship with handbells

#7006 ...................................... $33.95

Handbell Assignment Book by Robert Ivey
Many years ago, Bob Ivey developed the
Eight-Ten System — eight ringers for two
octaves and then ten for three, four, or five
octaves. Illustrating with specific pieces,
Bob shows you how to assign bells in a
way that challenges the ringers, maintains
a high level of interest and involvement,
and clearly explains his system of marking
music. Over 400 pieces assigned in this resource

#7005 ........................................................... $18.95
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